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 find your flow.Awakening Your Ikigai is actually quite a delightful look in sometimes mystifying
Japanese traditions.The New York Times Book ReviewIntroducing IKIGAI: find your passions and
live with joyIkigai is a Japanese phenomenon commonly understood as “ harmony and
sustainability ?”your reason to get up each day.” Ikigai could be small moments: the morning air
flow, a sit down elsewhere, a compliment.Author Ken Mogi introduces five pillars of ikigai to
help you make the most of each day and be your most authentic self: 1. Whether big or small,
your ikigai may be the path to success and joy within your own life. It can also be deep
convictions: a fulfilling job, lasting friendships, balanced wellness. starting small ? concentrate
on the facts 2. releasing yourself ? appreciate sensory pleasure 5.— rely on others 4. the joy of
little issues ? accept who you are 3. becoming in the here and today ?“Weaving collectively
insights from Japanese history, philosophy, and contemporary culture, plus stories from famous
sushi chef Jiro Ono, anime filmmaker Hayao Miyazaki, among others, Mogi skillfully shows the
way to awaken your ikigai.
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His interesting illustrations/examples include people which range from potters to candy
manufacturers to sumo wrestlers. Mogi provides finally published a publication in English! I was
thrilled. He has written nearly 100 books in Japanese (I have read at least half of Mogi's books).
Ahh, this book is very calming and quietly encourages 'Ikigai' - to live with reason. He is a
neuroscientist, but not a common one by any means.His knowledge appears to encompass
everything---technology, philosophy, art, literature, history, law, etc.So, who is Ken Mogi? Settle
in for the ride and pay attention, and you may learn something out of this author that can
improve your attitude about your everyday activity.The key message of this book: So long as you
have your own ikigai, it is possible to live happily---no matter which area of the world your
home is in.Mogi describes "the Five Pillars", which will be the key elements that lead you to
ikigai:1. Starting little2. Releasing yourself3. Harmony and sustainability4., Japanese)
examples---if you imagine Mogi is bragging about the "coolness" of japan culture, you have
missed his point. Ah ha! Don't be thrown off by these "local" (i.e. The pleasure of small
things5.As we start a new year and several people are thinking of changes with their routines or
making resolutions, reading this book could give some helpful suggestions.This book is a
concealed gem in the English-speaking world. Though it is a short read, it has a significant
profundity and practicality. His observations about the need to discharge oneself from
enmeshment in daily routines and self-imposed limits in addition to on the enjoyment of small
issues resonated particularly with me. I could tell that Mogi truly wishes the visitors to grasp the
idea of ikigai in order that we can live a happier life.I can't wait to read his second publication in
English. It's even more concise. Author Ken Mogi explains the way the Japanese practice self-
awareness as the starting point for a far more meaningful daily life. Much of this can be
"educated" good sense: starting small, releasing yourself, harmony and sustainability, the joy of
small issues and being in the here and today.As long as you have your own ikigai, you can live
happily :) I possibly could not believe my eye when I came across this book in a bookstore in the
United States (Georgia). Exotic as these are, they actually connect very easily with the American
(and other Western) contexts rather easily.Mogi is not only ridiculously smart but also warm-
hearted. However, it's a good primer for Eastern philosophy. I enjoyed his tales to explain the
ideas, and found I learned a good deal about Japenese tradition, and developed a greater
appreciation for different occasions I did not have a clear knowledge of. I was fascinated to
understand about the Japanese idea of Ikigai, “a reason behind being,” and the strategies for
developing Ikigai inside our lives. As a psychologist, I am very familiar with Csikszentmihalyi’s
idea of “flow” - circumstances of concentration or full absorption with an optimally demanding
activity so that nothing else issues. In a flow condition, folks are happiest and the goal of Ikigai is
to lead us to the experience by “becoming in the here and now.”. Enjoyable read Ken Mogi
provides written an informative reserve on Ikigai, while avoiding repeating himself excessively
as much modern writers do. Impressive book with essential ways of improve the quality of your
life. I would recommend this book. Five Stars Very interesting reading! Recommended!
Philosophy admirable! Start Your Yr Off Wide Awake The five pillars of ikigai are: starting small,
releasing yourself, harmony and sustainability, the joy of small things, and getting in the here
and now. The author uses tales from Japan's background to make his points, and occasionally
they seem lengthy, but that demonstrated me my very own impatience and lack of attention
span. Very basic It tends to ramble and sometimes forgets what the point was. A wonderful
exemplory case of being immersed in the right here and now is the Japanese tea ceremony,
which also blends starting little (with details of setting the scene), the joy of small things (a cup
of tea,) a sense of harmony, and the losing of oneself by those carrying out the ceremony. It



often seems that several of the pillars work together in this way. These examples, although
seemingly "local", are at once "universal": anyone on the planet can study from these examples
to understand how “ikigai” works in real life. Because the first principle highlights, it is always
best to start small. Reading through the descriptions and illustrations can offer ideas of various
areas in existence where the principles may be best applied.I read an e-book supplied by the
publisher through NetGalley. Finding something that promotes harmony and joy in small things
might just motivate readers to start every day with joy, too. Good Good I get it The message of
this book hit me suddenly, as I was reading it while exercising on my elliptical and wishing I was
done with both book and exercise therefore i could go do some focus on my computer. Being in
the right here and nowThe book is replete with types of Japanese professionals---sushi chefs,
sumo wrestlers, anime creators, Zen Buddhists, and many others. Author Ken Mogi explores each
of these pillars and uses general examples from Japanese culture, along with specific people
such as three-Michelin-celebrity chef Jiro Ono to describe how each pillar influences one's life
as it can be embraced.This book is about "Ikigai", which is a Japanese word for describing the
pleasures and meanings of life. The total amount of using characteristics or habits of famous
people, but also pointing out the way the same characteristics are found in the population most
importantly reassures the reader that anyone may embrace this process to life - one doesn't
have to become Walt Disney or another famous figure to have joy in small issues or release
oneself and experience movement in the quest for one's craft.This is a thoughtful and
interesting "self-help" book that gets beyond the "woo-hoo" element and is actually filled with
real wisdom. Individually, I'd choose reading the classics where this information was derived. A
Japanese approach to carpe diem - 4+ A small, well-written work with foot planted in the
Buddhist tenet of mindfulness. If you want a short book that may give you a glimpse of the
philosophy together with the primary tenants, it's an excellent book. Awakening Your Ikigai
Awakening Your Ikigai simply by Ken Mogi is a free of charge NetGalley ebook that We read in
mid-December. In my opinion, he is one of the top intellectuals in the world, let alone in Japan. It
makes you appreciate the small things, to be in tune with your environment, to perform small
yet quality-imbued jobs, and living existence within the moment; with noted good examples and
recognizable concepts (for me personally, it was Jiro Ono from Jiro Dreams of Sushi), it's a
straightforward, yet remarkable concept you don't have to be Japanese to embrace.
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